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Eclipse Cabinetry utilizes ultra-efficient frameless construction, resulting in full-accessibility to the cabinet interior.  Inspired by 
the innovation of European cabinetry, our cabinetry easily adapts to a wider range of styles.  Whether you like sleek and modern 
or traditional cabinet design, Eclipse Cabinetry can produce the look you desire.  

With our full-access construction, you gain up to 10% wider drawers and openings than a traditional face-framed cabinet.  
Storing and accessing all of your things is efficient and simple.  

Eclipse offers an extensive collection of wood types as well as specialty materials like laminates, acrylics and specialty veneers.  
Our color selection features stains and paints with glazes and distressing features as well as high gloss and matte finishes in 
our specialty materials.  This all adds up to over 600 possible color combinations, so your perfect color is waiting.  With so many 
choices, it may be a challenge deciding on just one, so don’t be afraid to mix it up with several colors.

Browse this catalog for ideas, but remember, this is just a sampling of what we can do.  We offer customization of cabinets 
and custom paint colors, proving that your imagination is the only limit.  Consult with an Eclipse Cabinetry retailer for more 
possibilities.   

(Pictured on front cover: Bigio on Gloss Acrylic using Metropolitan Door. Pictured on back cover: Takase Teak on TFL, Designer 
White on HPL Gloss, and Bigio on Acrylic, all using the Metropolitan door.)
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Metropolitan • White Zebrine & Takase Teak • TFL
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PAINT

Glaze & Highlight Options on Paint

arctic  

soft white ivory 

eggshell beige 

taupe

repose gray mindful gray unusual gray 

dovetail gray iron ore black 

clary sage oceanside 

black glaze van dyke glaze mocha glaze nickel glaze 

cafe highlight slate highlight brushing (shown w/slate highlight)

naval brick red 

polar  

Color is everything, and painted finishes provide limitless possibilities, which is why Eclipse Cabinetry offers so many choices. 
Our diverse collection of standard paint colors is only the beginning.  For those with a particular color in mind, our custom 
paint program lets you choose from the entire Sherwin Williams’ palette of paint colors.  Consult with a retailer for more details.

Eclipse offers additional finish techniques on paint.  Available on most paint colors, our glaze or highlight options add an extra 
level of character for a more antiqued appearance.  The brushing add-on is only available with the café or slate highlight and 
adds a subtle brush stroke to the highlighting process.  Variation of intensity and direction are common and expected with all 
glazes, highlights and brushing techniques.
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Metropolitan • Dovetail Gray • Maple
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Square Flat Panel • Polar • Maple

niebla azul 



Reconstituted Veneers are made using sustainable hardwoods layered together to produce a beautifully patterned veneer 
that is dyed to resemble Quartered Walnut or Rift White Oak in appearance.  This process provides an ecologically sustainable 
veneer with exceptional consistency in graining and a modern appearance perfect for current trends.  Eclipse only offers 
reconstituted veneers on the Metropolitan style door.  Available in vertical or horizontal grain (size limitations apply for 
horizontal grain).

RECONSTITUTED VENEER

Walnut Veneer

Gloss

Matte

White Oak Veneer

Gloss High Pressure Laminates (HPL) have a durable, high-gloss finish for today’s contemporary styling.  Our Gloss HPL colors 
feature zero-joint edge-banding technology for the ultimate in sleek appearance.  Matte HPL is a technologically advanced 
product featuring a soft-to-the-touch matte finish that resists fingerprints, providing an outstanding product for your kitchen.  
The Matte HPL surface has built-in anti-microbial protection along with thermal healing capabilities should the surface 
become burnished.  HPL products are available in Metropolitan door style only. 

HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE

mountain haze**

meadow** 

dakota** 

ashfall** 

natural** 

natural** 

designer white fashion gray  hollyberryatlantis north sea 

inf-bright white  

inf-spectrum red 

inf-black 

inf-fog 

inf-storm 

inf-earthinf-silver riftwood

inf-smokey brown pear inf-nocturne 

inf-dark chocolate 

inf-blackened legno 

inf-spectrum blue 

inf-antique white  
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Metropolitan • Designer White • Gloss HPL w/Brushed Aluminum Edge

  4 ** not available with a glaze or highlight                                                              



Gloss Acrylic features a deep, high-gloss surface for an ultra-sleek appearance. Featuring a color-matched PMMA (acrylic) top 
layer that enhances color vibrancy, we use a matching zero joint edge-banding technology for a near seamless finish. Also 
available are a 3D edge, Satin Aluminum-look edge, or Brushed Aluminum-look edge. Cubanite, Gabbiano, and Bigio have a 
subtle, metallic flake look which reflects light and gives a shimmer to the surface. Available on Metropolitan door style only.

The Matte Acrylic surface features a color-matched PMMA (acrylic) top layer with a velvety, low-luster finish.  This product 
is fabricated using zero-joint edge-banding technology for a seamless edge.  Available with either Matching edge, Satin 
Aluminum-look edge or Brushed Aluminum-look edge.  The Matte Acrylic product is perfect for mixing with gloss or textured 
finishes, creating the perfect balance in any space.  Available on Metropolitan door style only.

ACRYLIC

Matte

Gloss

Metropolitan • Cubanite & Fashion Gray • Gloss Acrylic & Gloss HPLMetropolitan • Cubanite • Gloss Acrylic

magnolia cubanite

carbon velvet

charcoal velvet

gabbiano bigio 

slate velvet 

ash velvet 

dove velvet 

white velvet 

bianco  
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Thermally Fused Laminates (TFL) are textured to simulate wood grain and represent modern interpretations of wood veneers.  
Their versatility is outstanding and allows for easy mixing with other colors and textures.  Edge selections are Matching, 
Satin Aluminum-look or Brush Aluminum-look.  TFL material is available in a horizontal or vertical grain orientation on the 
Metropolitan door style only.  

THERMALLY FUSED LAMINATE

Metropolitan • Arizona Cypress & Morning Fog • TFL

pearl white 

evening notte

canella rustik

midnight echo

grey echo

laurel

gregio pine

natural rustik arizona cypress

serotina takase teak 

white zebrine  

kirsche  

morning fog  

natural elm  

coastal

dark elm  

enlarged to show texture of TFL  8   9

white nebbia



The beauty of wood is showcased with our carefully selected palette of stains.  Our staining process enhances the various wood 
species that we offer, resulting in a beautifully finished piece of furniture for your home.  When you add a glaze or highlight to 
one of our stains, you add an extra layer of depth and a change to the color tone, for even more possibilities.  From traditional 
colors to modern interpretations, with Eclipse Cabinetry we are sure you will find a finish you love. 

STAIN

Red Oak

Rift & Quarter-Sawn White Oak

10 11

sterling** autumn

cadet**

dusk**

red barn**

harvest

harbor**hudson**

natural

braun

flagstone** 

flagstone**

sterling**

silas* dusk**

harbor**

braun moss** red barn**

espresso

morel**

silas*

medium  

natural 

clay** 

sky**

cotton** mineral** autumn 

moss** espresso

clay**

medium

aqua**

mineral** morel**  creekside**  

aqua**  hudson**  

creekside ** cadet** 

stratus** 

*requires addition of glaze or highlight
** not available with a glaze or highlight                                                              

Select Poplar

seagull** 

river rock**

heatherstone**

carbon**

American Poplar

sterling**

cadet** 

stratus**

harbor** 

hudson**  moss**

sky**  

Alder

dusty road

caramel

white sands** 

natural

caviarsilas*

sierra

walnutcotton** cola

espressobistre

aqua**

red barn**

umber

stonehenge**

Lancaster • Heatherstone • Select Poplar



STAIN

By choosing a glaze or highlight, you add even more character to the finish. With several options of glazes or a subtle highlight, 
our hand-wiped process adds a layer of color that changes the underlying stain for a deeper, richer appearance.  As this is a hand-
applied technique, variation in the amount and location of glaze material will vary from piece to piece and within the same piece. 
Variation adds to the character and should be expected. 

Glaze & Highlight Options on Stain

Maple

12 13

cashmere

silas*

acorn* cocoa  

sable 

merlot

cayenne 

espresso 

natural 

golden spice

van dyke glazemocha glaze black glaze graphite highlightnickel glaze

*requires addition of glaze or highlight
** not available with a glaze or highlight                                                              

Cherry

natural medium  

coffee red 

carob silas* 

bourbon brandy 

espresso 

Portland • Bourbon w/Van Dyke • Cherry

Hickory

burnt sugar

hudson**

medium

cotton**

silas*

red barn**

chestnut 

cadet**

stratus**

harbor** 

sterling**

moss**

natural** aqua**

Metropolitan • Chestnut • Hickory

Walnut

natural cadet**stratus** bison seagull**  



Hanover • Dovetail Gray • Maple

Metropolitan • Dark Elm • TFL

Metropolitan • INF- Storm • Matte HPL
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Metropolitan • Bigio • Gloss Acrylic Metropolitan • Harbor • American Poplar
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Metropolitan • Natural • Reconstituted Walnut

Greensboro • Sterling • American Poplar
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Metropolitan • Bianco • Gloss Acrylic

Metropolitan • Bianco • Gloss Acrylic Metropolitan • Takase Teak & Designer White • TFL & Gloss HPL
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Metropolitan •  Polar • Maple

Metropolitan • Naval • MapleMetropolitan • Canella Rustik & Pearl White  • TFL
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DOOR STYLES

All of the Eclipse door styles are available in our full lineup 
of wood selections in stained or painted finishes.  Our 
reconstituted veneers, TFL’s, HPL’s and Acrylics are only 
available with the Metropolitan door style.  Excluding the 
Metropolitan door, our door styles are available with several 
different drawer front options.  Each door style in the 
following section is shown with its’ respective matching 
five piece drawer front, unless otherwise specified.  For 
questions about drawer front and door style compatibility 
or availability, consult with your local retailer. 

Asherville
Natural
Walnut

Hartford
Carbon
Select Poplar

Glenbrook
Clary Sage (Olde World)
Maple

Aspen
Cashmere w/Mocha Glaze
Maple

Heritage
Walnut w/Black Glaze
Rustic Alder

Greensboro
Arctic w/Cafe Highlight
Maple

Beaded Century
Autumn w/Black Glaze
Red Oak

Kendall
Bourbon
Cherry

Hamlin
Iron Ore
Maple

Bradford
Brick Red w/Black Glaze
Maple

Lancaster
Cotton
Alder

Hanover
Flagstone
Rift-Cut White Oak

Essex
Dovetail Gray
Maple

Montgomery
Cayenne
Maple

Dalton
Sterling
American Poplar

Metropolitan
INF-Fog
Matte HPL

Charleston
White Sands (Aged)
Rustic Alder

Manchester
Spice w/Black Glaze
Maple

Bristol
Stratus
American Poplar

Landes
Silas w/Graphite H.L.
Clear Alder 25

Statesville • Carbon • Select Poplar



Square Flat • River Rock • Select Poplar Windsor
Coffee w/Black Glaze
Cherry

Wilmington w/Slab DF
Dusk
Red Oak

Wilmington
Heatherstone
Select Poplar

Ward
Naval
Maple

Square Flat
Harbor
Red oak

Richmond
Polar w/Slate H.L. & Brushing
Maple

Square Raised
Sky
American Poplar

Savannah
Seagull
Select Poplar

Statesville
Clay
Red Oak

Shelby
Eggshell w/Slate H. L.
Maple

Summit
Spice w/Black Glaze
Maple

Somerset
Moss
Red Oak

Portland
Natural w/Mocha Glaze
Rustic Alder

Oxford
Beige (Olde World)
Maple

Oxford w/Sculpted DF
Bourbon w/Van Dyke Glaze
Cherry

New Haven
Braun
Quarter-Sawn White Oak

26 27  



ECLIPSE CONSTRUCTION

Eclipse offers multiple drawer boxes so you can pick the 
one that fits your style - from traditional to contemporary. 
The standard drawer boxes available are the 5/8” Dovetail 
Drawer box or 5/8” Simulated Metal Drawer. The 3/4” Dovetail 
Drawer and Blum LEGRABOX Stainless Steel Drawer Box are 
premium options. 

Drawers come standard with Blum TANDEM edge, 7/8 
Extension, BLUMOTION self-closing undermount concealed 
guides. Blum TANDEM full extension, BLUMOTION self-closing 
undermount concealed guides are a premium option, except 
for LEGRABOX drawers, for which full extension is included. 

Drawers

Guides
5/8” Dovetail Drawer Box

3/4” Dovetail Drawer Box
 w/Branded Eclipse Logo

Blum LEGRABOX Stainless Steel drawer box 
(Full Extension Guides Included)

5/8” Simulated Metal Drawer Box

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Eclipse Cabinetry is built with a unique, full-access construction inspired by European cabinetry. With this construction method, 
you get an efficient cabinet that maximizes the useful storage space. Our full-access construction gives you up to 10% wider door 
and drawer openings over a framed cabinet. More importantly, we utililize 3/4” thick material in our cabinet box construction, 
resulting in a more rigid cabinet than many of our competitors.

*Plywood upgrade option available in some species.  Limitations and exclusions may apply.  See retailer for more details.  It will consist of a plywood core with MDF outer bands for consistency and 
stability.  Some materials and finish selections not compatible with plywood option, so substitute materials will be used where applicable.  
**PVC Edge-Banding is selected from available material to provide the best match possible.  The edge-banding is not an exact match and may be noticeably different.  
Construction and product specifications subject to change without notice and may vary from information shown above. 

3/4” thick top, bottom, and side panels*

3/4” thick adjustable shelving*

3/4” thick hanging rail*

PVC edge banding, color coordinated**

Durable, easy-to-clean interior in a natural, white, or linen-look laminate depending on product selected. (See retailer for more information)

Hinges are Blum CLIP top BLUMOTION soft-closing with easy adjustment

3/4” x 4” wide stretchers for added stability & strength

Standard guides are Blum TANDEM edge 7/8 extension with integrated BLUMOTION soft-closing mechanism (optional Blum TANDEM full 

extension guides with integrated BLUMOTION soft-closing mechanism)

Multiple drawer box options (see below)

Choose from thousands of door style, material and finish combinations.

KITCHEN CABINET COMPANIES AREN’T ALL THE SAME.
MAKE SURE YOU PICK ONE THAT HAS A POSITIVE 
IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT.
A recent study by Hanley-Wood found that environmental 
sustainability is one of the top reasons cited 
when selecting cabinets

For a full list of requirements and to learn more about how you can 
become ESP Certified, visit our website at www.kcma.org.

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCT 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: 

Cabinet manufacturers are 
investigated to ensure they 

are purchasing materials 
from reputable companies 
with sustainable forestry 

programs.

RESPONSIBLE PROCESS  
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: 

Cabinet manufacturers are checked to 
ensure they are dealing with wastes in 
responsible, sustainable ways and that 
they have a comprehensive recycling 

program in place.

To earn the KCMA 
Environmental Stewardship 
Program Certification Seal, 

companies need to score 80 out 
of a possible 110 points in

these categories: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:  

Cabinet manufacturers are examined 
to ensure they demonstrate 
community involvement and 

observe all federal, state and local 
environmental regulations.

AIR QUALITY:  

Cabinets are 
inspected to ensure 

they meet safe 
emission standards 

for formaldehyde and 
other hazardous air 

pollutant levels.

ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP: 

Cabinet manufacturers are checked to ensure 
they have a written policy stating their 

commitment to environmental quality and 
that they attempt to ensure their vendors also 

engage in environmentally sustainable practices.

KCMA_Infographic_ESP_8.5x11_SM_RS.indd   1 7/22/19   4:21 PM
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Manufactured by
W. W. Wood Products, Inc.
A family-owned company

Due to limitations in printing or change in manufacturing, the finishes, products, and/or specifications shown may not be 
accurately represented or may no longer be available.  Visit a retailer to view samples and confirm availability.


